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Includes a $10 discount coupon off your child's Skills Assessment at a Sylvan Learning Center.
Sylvan's Kindergarten Reading Readiness workbook will help your child learn the basic skills
needed to read in a fun and engaging way. It is full of curriculum-based activities that
strengthen an emerging reader's ability to recognize and understand basic words and text.
Each activity focuses on a skill needed to become a superstar reader. Why Sylvan Products
Work Sylvan Learning Workbooks won a 2009 Honors Award from the National Parenting
Publications Awards (NAPPA) as a top book series for children in the elementary-aged
category. The NAPPA is the nation's most comprehensive awards program for children's
products and parenting resources, and has been critically reviewing products since 1990. The
Award recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as some of the most innovative and useful
products geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires kids to learn and has helped
children nationwide catch up, keep up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan has been a trusted
partner for parents for thirty years, and has based their supplemental education success on
programs developed through a focus on the highest educational standards and detailed
research. Sylvan's line of educational products equips families with fun, effective, and gradeappropriate learning tools. Our workbooks and learning kits feature activities, stories, and
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games to reinforce the skills children need to develop and achieve their academic potential.
Students will reap the rewards of improved confidence and a newfound love of learning.
The Games Will Help Children To Strengthen Their Senses And Develop Their Intelligence.
The Product contains many cute and funny animals, with fun space games and dragon games,
and activities that vary between learning and fun, as there are action games, mind games and
focus games. There are educational activity games, educational worksheets, word and coloring
book, letters and numbers All of these activities are possible in this package. Letters, Numbers,
Math, Learn Drawing, Finding Differences, Maze, Cut And Paste, Colors, Puzzles Sudoku,
Word Search, Tracing Shapes . 8.5 x 11 in Glossy and durable cover 102 pages
"This workbook is packed with exercises that makes learning fun! The proven activities can
support your child's success in school by teaching important lessons in language arts, math,
science, and social studies. With over 300 pages of practice, your child will work and learn for
many happy hours."-Kindergarten Scholar combines two School Zone Deluxe Edition workbooks into one
convenient volume. The proven activities will help your child develop important kindergarten
skills, including the alphabet, counting, colors, shapes, rhyming words, weather, and more.
Simple instructions, colorful illustrations, and entertaining activities will help your child gain
confidence and enjoy learning. For more practice, choose these related School Zone products:
* Reading Readiness Book 1 * Transition Math * Alphabet Flash Cards Contents Kindergarten
Scholar 64-page Deluxe Edition Spark your child's curiosity with fun activities and delightful
illustrations. This workbook is packed with a lively selection of kindergarten skills, such as
picture graphs, food groups, and rhyming words. On-page activities are supplemented with
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jokes, vocabulary words, and fun facts. Summer Scholar, Grade K 64-page Deluxe Edition
Summer weather, family vacations, and tasty picnics can motivate your child to get ready for a
successful school year. Interesting exercises, simple instructions, and a fun summer theme
introduce sequencing, graphing, insects, and more. Review, Reinforce, and Accelerate
Learning! For over 20 years, School Zone has published the very best educational products for
children ages 3-12. From best-selling workbooks to the newest Electronic Workbooks, School
Zone continues to offer a full line of exceptional educational materials for parents, teachers,
and children.
Big preschool activity book packed with fun and educational activities that will make learning
fun. Learn letters, numbers, matching, patterns, shapes, and more. Includes the alphabet,
number tracing, mazes, dot to dots, coloring pages, color by number, what comes next,
shadow matching, and find the difference pages.
Help your child prepare for the first day of preschool! Friendly critter pals add to the
excitement. This Little Get Ready Book! helps preschoolers focus their attention and develop
essential early learning skills. With 48 pages of engaging activities, your child will "help"
adorable animals navigate mazes, find or draw specific objects on a page, or work with
rhymes, opposites and pairs. Activities range from completing picture patterns and
understanding letter sounds to basic counting and more. It's a perfect size for small children
but packed with big content. The tablet-style book fits in any bag, perfect for keeping your little
one occupied anytime, anywhere.
Loved by kids, trusted by parents, and developed by teachers, The Summer Before Preschool
Workbook School Prep is a wonderful way to make learning fun and prepare your little one for
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Preschool. From pencil control activities to counting and matching, your child will have a blast
developing skills in English and math including the alphabet, phonics, reading, writing, addition,
subtraction, writing numbers, and more. The exercises progress throughout the book, which
helps children grasp new concepts and strengthen existing ones. The Summer Before
Preschool Workbook School Prep includes: Games and activities: More than 75 colorful
illustrations and fun activities will help your child further develop and retain learned skills.
Educational and fun: Watch your child light up as they explore a preschool workbook that
transforms games they'll love into lots of learning. Colorful and Illustrated: Bright and friendly
illustrations make this preschool workbook encouraging and fun for young learners.
Exercises focusing on reading readiness and math readiness.
It's fun to see how much you know! Your preschooler will love to learn and play with these quiz
books and talking, light-up pen. Four books feature early learning concepts, with the challenge
level increasing as your child progresses. Start with Level One, and move through Level Four
for subject mastery. The Quiz It Pen provides instant answers and encouragement! 501
curriculum-based questions and answers cover Language Arts, Math, Social Sciences,
Science, Foreign Language, Fine Arts, and Physical and Emotional Development. Parents'
Guide offers instructions and tips.
Identifying numbers and counting are important early learning skills. Counting 1-10 includes
number tracing and writing, sequencing, and word/numeral matching. Developing the skills in
this workbook will help prepare your child for success in school.
These workbooks combine several School Zone workbooks into one affordable edition. The
proven curriculum helps children learn and practice readiness skills, spelling, addition,
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subtraction and more. Simple instructions, step-by-step examples, colourful illustrations and
entertaining activities help children gain confidence and enjoy learning.
Solve the dot-to-dot puzzle, and reveal a picture ready to color! Dot-to-dots in this 64-page
workbook from the Get Ready! Series connect a frolicking collection of animal friends and
playful scenes. Each puzzle labels the dots with numbers 1-25 and focuses on developing
sequencing and eye-hand coordination--the skills that help prepare little ones for school. Once
they connect the dots correctly, kids can reward themselves by coloring in the picture they
helped create. With 64 playful puzzles to solve, developing a learning is fun habit comes easy.
Get the School Zone Advantage(TM) today!
First Grade Scholar combines two School Zone Deluxe Edition workbooks into one convenient
128-page volume. The proven activities will help your child develop important first grade skills,
including vowel sounds, sequencing, addition, patterns, and more. Simple instructions, colorful
illustrations, and entertaining activities will help your child gain confidence and enjoy learning.
(Ages: 5-6 | 128 Pages | Dimensions 11x8.5in. )
This Big Preschool Workbook combines popular 32-page School Zone workbooks into one
convenient 320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and full-color illustrations make learning
fun. Use Big Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or prepare for the upcoming
school year. Contents include: Same or Different, Mazes, Does It Belong, Uppercase Alphabet,
Lowercase Alphabet, Thinking Skills, Preschool Basics, and Preschool Scholar. (Ages: 3-5 |
320 Pages)
Presents plenty of practice for children to recognize the sounds of letters that begin words.
Scissors are basic tools to develop the child's fine motor skills, In this book Scissor Skills for
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Preschoolers help your child practice cutting with scissors as a way to improve manual
dexterity: Cut and paste worksheets for preschoolers and kindergarteners, ages 3-5 year. 100
pages, 8.5 x 11 inches
"... a curriculum geared toward helping students gain skills in consciously regulating their
actions, which in turn leads to increased control and problem solving abilities. Using a cognitive
behavior approach, the curriculum's learning activities are designed to help students recognize
when they are in different states called "zones," with each of four zones represented by a
different color. In the activities, students also learn how to use strategies or tools to stay in a
zone or move from one to another. Students explore calming techniques, cognitive strategies,
and sensory supports so they will have a toolbox of methods to use to move between zones.
To deepen students' understanding of how to self-regulate, the lessons set out to teach
students these skills: how to read others' facial expressions and recognize a broader range of
emotions, perspective about how others see and react to their behavior, insight into events that
trigger their less regulated states, and when and how to use tools and problem solving skills.
The curriculum's learning activities are presented in 18 lessons. To reinforce the concepts
being taught, each lesson includes probing questions to discuss and instructions for one or
more learning activities. Many lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt the activity
for individual student needs. The curriculum also includes worksheets, other handouts, and
visuals to display and share. These can be photocopied from this book or printed from the
accompanying CD."--Publisher's website.
Includes TRACING LETTERS OF THE ALPHABETS (Hand Writing)| BONUS FUN GAME,
Dab, write and coloring the Alphabets| AWARDS This Trace Letters Workbook Ages 3-5 is
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excellent workbook for learning letters of the alphabet, improving kids handwriting skills and
helping child learners build the skills they'll need for kindergarten by first tracing lines and
curves. Practice is included for lowercase and uppercase letters, sight alphabets and more.
School success starts here! This book is part of series: Superhero Alphabet Practice that help
your child spend funny time that teach a variety of essential school skills.So fun! They won't
know they're learning with our Superhero! What you will find inside Trace Letters Workbook:
Alphabet Chart with cute picture that easy to remember. Alphabet letter worksheets is clean
workbook full of tracing and pen control exercises and activities to help prepare children aged
three and over for school with beautiful pictures. The outlines to complete and activities to do
make writing practice simple! Super Cool! Activity book Dab, write and coloring Alphabets.
Award Page for children who creative and work hard. Premium cover design Printed on high
quality Perfectly sized at 8" x 10" Order your copy today! Now on Sale Regular Price: $9.99 SAVE $6.99 (60% OFF) - Limited Time Only! Categories: Trace Letters, Trace letters ages 3-5,
Trace letters of alphabet, Hand Writing, Hand writing time, Alphabet letter Hunt, Alphabet letter
worksheets, A B C Activity Sheets, Activity Books, Hand Writing Practice, Letter Coloring Book
The Big Activity workbook presents meaningful content that will keep your child entertained
while learning new and interesting facts. This is a great take-a-long book that will prevent
boredom blues during school vacation, long card rides, or rainy days. The content tests your
child's knowledge and deductive ability while providing interesting subjects and challenges.
Can your preschooler write the alphabet and count to 20? This workbook presents a variety of
lively learning experiences. The book's primary focus is on preschool learning of the alphabet
and numbers 1-20, while developing eye-hand coordination, critical thinking, and perceptual
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skills. Preschool Scholar Workbook ages 3-5 is a comprehensive workbook to support children
in their early learning. Preschool Scholar Workbook ages 3-5 introduces your early writer to
proper pen control, steady line tracing, new words, maze, colouring pages and more with
plenty of exercises that will engage their minds and boost their reading and writing
comprehension skills ? This learn to write for kids book includes: ? Build writing
muscles?During these activities, kids will use their pencil to follow paths and draw different
shapes, so they build their fine motor skills. ? Games and activities galore?Make sure the
learning lasts with amazing activities sure to keep your young one entertained. ? Educational
and fun?Watch your child light up as they explore this workbook that transforms games they'll
love into lots of learning. ? Fun and colorful?This learn to write for kids workbook brings the
skills to life, with helpful pictures and illustrations.
101 ways to teach your child to love learning Kickstart your little one's education! Bursting with
exciting challenges, this book combines the best features of preschool workbooks and makes it
tons of fun for your young scholar to develop the skills and abilities necessary to begin their
scholastic journey. From connecting dots and matching pictures to following paths and tracing
shapes, it's like getting several preschool workbooks worth of activities in one! Go beyond
other preschool workbooks with: Games and activities galore--You can be sure the fun and
learning lasts with over 100 amazing activities that will keep your young one entertained.
Educational and fun--Get everything you could want from preschool workbooks as you watch
your child light up while they explore pages that transform games they'll love into lots of
learning. Made for young learners--Continue your child's education with activities designed to
help prepare them for pre-k and kindergarten or build on what they've been learning in school.
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This book takes preschool workbooks to a higher level of learning--and fun.
Presents plenty of practice tracing and writing lowercase letters while full-color illustrations
encourage children to pronounce words and learn beginning sounds.
Children will enjoy dozens of fun activities in these all-new multicurriculum workbooks. Each
workbook has 64 pages of essential skills exercises in language arts, math, science, and social
studies. Use these books to review, reinforce or accelerate learning.
This Jumbo Workbook Pre Kindergarten by Busy Hands Books is a great Preschool Learning
Tool and Activity Book. Packed with over 100 activity pages, this book is designed with
Preschoolers in mind. The Text is large, the Numbers are large and each page contains only
one activity so there is plenty of space for tiny fingers to work! Its the perfect workbook for
children just learning to count, recognize and write their numbers and letters, learn basic
concepts about size, shape and patterns. and follow simple learning instructions. Activities
include Counting Matching Spot the Difference Phonics Tracing Mazes and much much more!
Our Jumbo Preschool Workbook is great for: Quiet Time Activities Homeschool Curriculum
Kindergarten Readiness And is a great way to have fun together learning!

This Big First Grade Workbook combines popular 32-page School Zone workbooks into
one convenient 320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and full-color illustrations
make learning fun. Use Big Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or
prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents include: First Grade Enrichment,
Beginning Phonics, Manuscript Writing, Story Problems, Time, Money & Fractions, First
Grade Math, and First Grade Scholar. (Ages 5-6)
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Presents a variety of lively learning experiences that introduce important preschool
content, beginning sounds, maths readiness, colours, shapes and classification. Skills:
language, social studies, science and maths.
Putting two and two together takes practice and concentration! Help your child develop
observation and reasoning abilities. This 64-page Thinking Skills workbook helps
preschoolers practice organizing information, classifying, sequencing, completing
picture analogies, and solving logic puzzles. A range of activities are designed to
sharpen focus and attention to detail. "Circle 5 things that are wrong with this picture."
"Draw what comes next." "Put an X by the picture that shows why this happened." Fullcolor illustrations enhance every page.
preschool math at home for toddlers Give your child a head start with our latest
preschool learning book that teaches the basics of math to toddlers. is a great way for
your little one to learn basic mathematical skills such as number recognition, number
tracing and counting. These essential number drills will help with learning basic math
concepts. This preschool math at home for toddlers includes handwriting paper with
fun, playful images to keep your little ones entertained. Our preschool math at home for
toddlers starts out your child by tracing individual numbers, but also lets them learning
the easy maths. ? Cute and inspiring themes. All of the activities involve a variety of
magical creatues and animals to keep your child engaged. ? Fun and educational pre k
math activities. ? Premium matte cover design ? Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11"
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The Preschool Scholar Activity Book was designed for the preschool student who
needs more advanced activities and challenges. This book is best for preschool and
kindergarten students who already learned how to read at an early age. However, some
older 1st and 2nd grade children might like this book as well. If your child doesn't know
how to read yet, select a handwriting printing practice and reading skills workbook,
basic coloring book and basic shapes book to start with first, and work up to this more
advanced activity book. This book features some basic activities, but there are also
challenges weaved in throughout, which may require help from an adult. For instance,
some of the cross-word puzzles introduce more complex words and concepts. This
book is meant to be a Brain Games type of book, intended to challenge children how
have already moved beyond the basics, at an early age. EXTRA Large **8 x 11** Soft,
Paperback Matte Cover MANDALA COLORING PAGES: This book features basic
mandala coloring pages weaved in throughout the activity pages. Coloring helps
improve motor skills and mandalas in particular strengthen neurological connections.
These shapes weave in together in harmony. MAZES and FIND AND COLOR PAGES:
Various themed mazes and find and color pages are found throughout the book. Mazes
are FUN and challenging. These activities help improve problem-solving skills and
motivation to reach a final goal or destination. CROSSWORD PUZZLES: A few
challenging crossword puzzles are found in this book to advance vocabulary skills and
introduce new words. Some children may need extra help with these activities. Some of
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the words featured in our crossword puzzles are (beach, sunglasses, volleyball, sand,
family, autumn, season, rain, palm tree and more. MATCHING and COUNTING
GAMES: There are a few basic math activities and counting games in this book as well.
For instance kids are asked to count how many fish they see on a page. WORD
SCRAMBLES: Some of the pages showcase a picture of something with various letters
scrambled up in the wrong order. Help your kids fix the word scramble by putting the
letters in the right order. PLEASE Note: We make this book with several cover styles.
We recommend choosing a book that suits your child's personality and favorite colors.
Please click on the "LOOK INSIDE" feature to make sure this book is right for your child
before purchasing. Thank you, and have a great day!
Loved by kids, trusted by parents, and developed by teachers, Gold Stars Preschool
Big Workbook is a year-round way to make learning fun. From pencil control activities
to counting and matching, your child will have a blast developing skills in English and
math including the alphabet, phonics, reading, writing, addition, subtraction, writing
numbers, and more. The exercises progress throughout the book, which helps children
grasp new concepts and strengthen existing ones. Gold Star's Preschool BIG
Workbook includes: Games and activities: More than 220 colorful illustrations and fun
activities will help your child further develop and retain learned skills. Educational and
fun: Watch your child light up as they explore a preschool workbook that transforms
games they'll love into lots of learning. Colorful and Illustrated: Bright and friendly
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illustrations make this preschool workbook encouraging and fun for young learners.
Perfect for Preschoolers: Your preschooler will learn about developmentally appropriate
subjects, like the first writing, phonics, reading, counting, early math skills, and more.
Parents Tips and Tricks: Parents will find helpful notes in guiding each lesson and an
answer key at the back of the book.
Presents activities that will help prepare your child for success in kindergarten.
Help your preschooler get ready for a great start with this 64-page Preschool Scholar
Deluxe Edition workbook. Follow the lovable Lulu on a trip through the Grand Zoo, as
an iguana, quetzal, unicorn, and other critter friends make reading and writing ABCs so
much fun! Kids will enjoy learning beginning sounds, early math, cause & effect,
shapes, and much more! The tablet size design of the book makes it easy to slip into a
backpack or bag, so your child can learn and have fun anytime, anywhere! A Parent
Guide inside the front cover offers helpful tips for maximizing the learning, and Activities
to Share inside the back cover suggest fun, easy, creative activities that get kids
stretching their senses and critical thinking skills.
THE BEST GIFT IDEA | ACTIVITY BOOK FOR KIDS A perfect learning activity
workbook for toddlers, either boys or girls for their fun & exciting learning In this Kids
activity book, your child will practice holding a pencil or crayon correctly while playing
the games. Improve brain learning, drawing skills and meditation practice for kids. Your
child will develop the fine motor control needed for Kindergarten and plus. Your kids
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would love this book because the book has games on each pages. Idea for funny gifts
for Kids.
Help sharpen your preschooler's problem-solving skills. Dozens of quick, fun, and
creative learning activities encourage looking--and thinking--carefully. Little Thinkers(R)
have to compare, evaluate, and imagine. This 64-page workbook combines skills and
makes learning fun! A few examples: Check the animal that does not belong in the
group. Color all the squares red. Check the traffic light that tells you to stop. Color to
finish the pattern. Whew! Thinking gets a world-class workout. Slip this workbook into
backpack or tote as a super take-along for travel and appointments.
A collection of maze puzzles for children.
Looking at and listening to picture and story books is a ubiquitous activity, frequently
enjoyed by many young children and their parents. Well before children can read for
themselves they are able to learn from books. Looking at and listening to books
increases children’s general knowledge, understanding about the world and promotes
language acquisition. This collection of papers demonstrates the breadth of information
pre-reading children learn from books and increases our understanding of the social
and cognitive mechanisms that support this learning. Our hope is that this Research
Topic/eBook will be useful for researchers as well as educational practitioners and
parents who are interested in optimizing children’s learning.
School Zone Get Ready! Books offer a complete preschool curriculum. Distinguished
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by charming, full-color illustrations, these workbooks offer easy-to-read instructions and
fun-to-do exercises for parents and children to enjoy together.
Trace Numbers Practice Workbook for Pre K, Kindergarten and Kids Ages 3+This book
is perfect for kids of all ages who want to learn numbers and improve their writing skills.
These essential number drills will help with number recognition and learning basic math
concepts.The Book Contains: Premium matte cover designPrinted on high quality 70#
interior stockPerfectly sized at 8.5" x 11"Scroll Up and Buy Now
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